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intel and amd cpus with a 65nm manufacturing process are not compatible with intel and amd platforms with an older 32nm manufacturing process. important:before purchasing any new hardware, please confirm whether the motherboard has the correct socket type for your processor. if the motherboard does not have the correct socket type for your
processor, you will not be able to use it with your new processor. jci1: chassis intrusion connectorthis connector allows you to connect the chassis intrusion switch cable.using chassis intrusion detector connect the jci1 connector to the chassis intrusion switch/ sensor on the chassis. close the chassis cover.{ez_ad_units.push([[300,250],'manuals_plus-small-
rectangle-1','ezslot_37',714,'0','0'])};__ez_fad_position('div-gpt-ad-manuals_plus-small-rectangle-1-0'); go to bios > security > chassis intrusion configuration. set chassis intrusion to enabled. press f10 to save and exit and then press the enter key to select yes. once the chassis cover is opened again, a warning message will be displayed on screen when the

computer is turned on.resetting the chassis intrusion warning go to bios > security > chassis intrusion configuration. set chassis intrusion to reset.jcom1: serial port connectorthis connector allows you to connect the optional serial port with bracket. please install the memory module into the dimm slot as shown below.important to ensure system stability
for dual channel mode, memory modules must be of the same type, number and density. some memory modules may operate at a lower frequency than the marked value when overclocking due to the memory frequency operates dependent on its serial presence detect (spd). go to bios and find the dram frequency to set the memory frequency if you want

to operate the memory at the marked or at a higher frequency. it is recommended to use a more efficient memory cooling system for full dimms installation or overclocking.{ez_ad_units.push([[336,280],'manuals_plus-narrow-sky-1','ezslot_24',707,'0','0'])};__ez_fad_position('div-gpt-ad-manuals_plus-narrow-sky-1-0'); the stability and compatibility of
installed memory module depend on installed cpu and devices when overclocking. please refer to www.msi.com for more information on compatible memory. m2_1: m.2 slot (key m)please install the m.2 device into the m.2_1 slot as shown below.m2_2: m.2 slot (key e)please install the wi-fi module into m.2_2 slot as shown below.pci_e1~2: pcie expansion

slotsimportant
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The motherboard supports the latest technology and security features of ASUS and Intel processors (8th generation & 12th Generation). It also supports Intel 6th Gen processors (Cine Lake-S ultra-low power), Intel 7th Gen (Kaby Lake) processors and Intel 8th Gen (Coffee Lake and Cannon Lake) processors. It also supports the latest DDR4 memory and
various storage devices like PCIe x16 and SATA Express. Asus provides a BIOS Flash User Guide to help you update your motherboard's BIOS. You also have an option to save the current BIOS in the flash drive if you decide not to update the motherboard's BIOS. If this circuit board is properly connected to the motherboard, these two ground lines will be

connected. Please refer to the the diagram for proper connection.L3_GND: Chassis GroundIn the computer chassis there are some common grounding points. Connect this circuit board to these common grounding points. Note:Do not damage the motherboard by connecting the circuit board to conductive material such as iron, copper, and silver. Contact to
such materials can damage the board and/or result in damage to the computer itself. Resetting the computerTake the following steps to reset the computer: Power off the computer. Connect the display to the computer. Refer to your computer manual to find the correct display connector (SC, VGA, DVI) according to the monitor type. Connect the monitor

ground wire, video ground wire, audio ground wire, and power (AC) power cable to the monitor. Connect the power cord to the computer. Connect the white battery-powered power connector to the PC power cable. Power on the computer. 5ec8ef588b
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